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Kudos to Gus Romano for imagining and then
accomplishing this spectacular photo of a rising moon!

[Moonrise over the Santa Catalina Mountains from the Oro Valley, about 8 miles from
Tucson, AZ, at 8:17pm 9/24/14. Technical specs: f5.6 1/320 ISO 400; Nikon D300, Nikon
500mm F4P, 1.4 teleconverter. 35mm equivalent 1,050 mm. Cropped and sharpened in
Aperture. by Gus Romano]

Next Monthly Meeting: Thursday, November 6th at 7:30pm: Professor Larry Marschall of Gettysburg College will speak
on “Gems of the Ringed Planet: New Views of Saturn and its Moons.” Public welcome.
Reminder: The next “Quarter Moon Saturday” Star Party takes place at the Dome twice this month: on Nov. 1st and Nov. 29th,
both at 7:30pm. Public welcome.
In this issue: CCAS loses long time member / Many new members and their new contributions / Monthly Dinners / Surveyors
and Astronomers to Meet / D-Y Students Visit Dome / Leonids / Member patent pertinent to Astronomy / Dome Report from
Bernie Young / Refractor Telescope being Given Away
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Bright New Stars:

surveyor, are making arrangements for members of a local
surveyor’s society to visit our observatory. More info on
page 4.

CCAS Loses One of its Brightest Stars:
We are sad to report that Kelvin Parkinson, a longtime
member of CCAS, passed away on September 30, 2014.

Howard Pollack joined CCAS in September as reported in
last month’s First Light. After hearing Dr. Michael J. West
talk on “Extremely Large Telescopes” and pertinent
technology at our October meeting (see below,) Howard
informed us that he is coauthor of a patent on “piezo
crystals” which are a key ingredient in adaptive optics in
“very large” telescopes being currently developed by
professional astronomers around the world. Please see our
story on page 5.

Kel was a key planner for The Schmidt Observatory and
managed much of the construction effort for our Dome.
He was also Treasurer for many years. Kel was ever
ready to help with any task in our Society and was a good
friend to many. We miss him.
Our condolences to Anne Parkinson and Kel’s family.
Anne, we hope you will be able to come visit us soon and
often.

Last, but not least, new member Jim Lynch, a scientist
specializing in Ocean Acoustics at WHOI, will soon present
a talk to CCAS merging his interests in acoustics and
amateur astronomy. Please see “CCAS Meetings” below for
more information.

We have lost one of our most valuable members.
But there is plenty of reason to feel bullish about the future
of CCAS. It was just last month that we welcomed four new
members to CCAS. Since last month’s First Light issued,
we have another five new members to welcome: Dave
Scott, Bob Cole and his wife Arleen, and Bernardo Duran
and spouse Piedad Alvarez.

We like to profile new members in our Society in this
section of First Light each month. If you are a new member
and have not yet been so recognized, or might have new
information for us (background, astro equipment preferred,
interests, etc.) on yourself or someone else, please let us
know (email info@ccas.ws).

Thanks to all of you all for joining us; you will enrich our
activities and outreach efforts in amateur astronomy .
Dave Scott of Mashpee is a retired engineer interested in
astronomy as a casual hobby. He views the sky through
binoculars or a Celestron C5 Spotting Scope. Scott sent in
his membership application after having visited a few recent
meetings. Welcome, Dave!

ALL MEMBERS: PLEASE CONSIDER SUBMITTING
AN ITEM OR ARTICLE FOR PUBLICATION IN
FIRST LIGHT.
“OLD MEMBERS”: YOU SEE HERE WHAT SOME OF
OUR NEW PEOPLE ARE DOING FOR CCAS. PLEASE
SEND INFO ON WHAT YOU CAN DO!

Bob Cole and his wife Arleen of South Yarmouth joined
CCAS at our October 4th meeting. Bob and Arleen are
retired, he from a calibration job at a drug manufacturer. He
got interested in astronomy years ago when he and his
brother built a telescope. In spite of claiming he “doesn’t
know much,” Bob has a 100mm Meade, a 10” reflector that
he is in the process of assembling, an 80mm BL cas on a
camera mount, a B&L Discoverer zoom scope on a camera
mount, an Orion Star Shoot CCD camera, and a Meade
Deep Sky Imager CCD camera. Bob “wants to learn as
much as he can”; more than likely we will learn a whole lot
from Bob!

CCAS News Items and Current Events:
Dues:
With the help of our many new members, we now have 41
dues-paid-up members in CCAS. There are still 38 folks
eligible to pay who have not yet, this cycle. Many thanks to
the “good” 41. We look forward to welcoming the rest of
our active members to this virtuous group asap.

Bernardo Duran and Piedad Alvarez of Acton and
Hyannis joined CCAS at the October meeting and will live
on Cape only part time for a while. They are “beginners” in
amateur astronomy. Bernardo reports they are new owners
of a Celestron Nextar 6SE scope, “ have spent no more than
two months reading about the topic… and bring enthusiasm
and the desire to learn as much and as quickly as possible.”
Welcome Bernardo and Piedad; we hope you can be with us
soon and often.

Please bring your check to the November 6th meeting or
mail to: CCAS, 34 Ridgewood Rd., Orleans, MA 02653.
Thank you.
____________________________

We have yet to find a member to serve as CCAS President
since the end of Mike Hunter’s term. If you know of anyone
who might consider serving, please let one of the current
officers know.

Some member notes:
It turns out that member Donald Poole, who joined CCAS
in May, is a professional surveyor. He and Bernie Young,
Research Director for The Schmidt, and also a professional

____________________________
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CAS Meetings:

Please join the group to dine and talk about all things
interesting, including astronomy, this November 6th. The
H&K is at 1196 Rte 28, South Yarmouth, about a half mile
west of the Station Avenue/Main Street intersection with Rt
28 (stop light).

Many thanks to Dr. Michael J. West, Director of the
Maria Mitchell Observatory on Nantucket Island, for his
excellent presentation “With the Eyes of Giants: the Next
Generation of Extremely Large Telescopes” at our October
meeting. Michael’s talk summarized and explained the
history of and some of the technology involved in large
telescopes, provided some detail on the main scopes on
Mauna Kea in Hawaii and in Chile, and those under
construction and planned. Gus Romano, our Secretary, has
written an excellent overview of this presentation; please
see “Minutes” below for the link to Gus’ review.
_____________________________________________

__________________________
Effort continues to find a speaker and topic for our meetings
for December and thereafter.
Members, PLEASE participate in the effort to recruit good
speakers to present programs in astronomy and related
sciences at our meetings. Please send any ideas or contact
information to Charlie, Gus, or Peter or to info@ccas.ws .
For sure we will follow up.

We are pleased to announce that Professor Larry
Marschall, gradually retiring Professor Emeritus of
Astronomy at Gettysburg College in Pennsylvania will
return to us on November 6th to speak on “Gems of the
Ringed Planet: New Views of Saturn and its Moons”.
Professor Marschall sent us this abstract:
Ten years ago, an unmanned space probe, NASA's Cassini
mission, arrived at the planet Saturn, opening up a new era
in the exploration of the ringed planet. Still sending back
spectacular pictures and data, Cassini has opened our eyes
to storms on Saturn, weird patterns in its rings, odd moons,
one which resembles a walnut, another that resembles a
sponge, and another with active geysers of ice. Most
remarkably, it has given us our first detailed look below the
clouds of the mysterious moon Titan, which turns out to
resemble our Earth in some surprising and remarkable
ways. We'll illustrate how much we've learned in the past
decade with striking images and videos of planet, moons,
and rings from the Cassini spacecraft.

Please let us know if you have any leads…
or, even better, volunteer to give a talk yourself!
__________________________

Minutes:
The minutes of our September meeting are on our website;
click on the “Minutes” button at www.ccas.ws or go to
http://www.ccas.ws/minutes/ccasminutes100214.pdf

_________________________________________

From the Dome:
Once-a-month “Quarter Moon Saturday” Star Parties
continue this month. Each event begins at 7:30pm. These
events are usually held on a Saturday closest to the date of
the First Quarter Moon. All events are open to the public.
Here is the schedule:

__________________________

We have TWO QM Star Parties during November!!

Although the date has not yet been set, new member Jim
Lynch, WHOI scientist, will speak to us on “Astronomical
Acoustics” at a CCAS Meeting in the near future.
In last month’s First Light we introduced Jim and his wife
Christine. Jim is an experienced amateur astronomer. While
trained in nuclear physics many years ago, Jim has made a
career in ocean acoustics. We had inquired of Jim if
sometime in the future he might be interested in presenting
a talk to us either on some “topic astro” or on work ongoing
at WHOI, which might be of interest to an amateur
astronomy group. In response to our inquiry, Jim hit the nail
right on the head by offering “Astronomical Acoustics” as a
topic. Date to be finalized.

Schedule for Monthly Quarter Moon Saturday Star
Parties for 2014-2015:
1st QTR Moon Date
30-Oct-14
29-Nov-14
28-Dec-14
26-Jan-15
25-Feb-15
27-Mar-15
25-Apr-15
25-May-15
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  24-Jun-15

Star Party Saturday

1-Nov-14
29-Nov-14
27-Dec-14
24-Jan-15
21-Feb-15
28-Mar-15
25-Apr-15
23-May-15
20-Jun-15
__________________________________________

_____________________________________________
Reminder:
Mike Hunter or his delegate “hosts” a dutch-treat dinner
gathering for members and friends each CCAS meeting
night (before the meeting) at the South Yarmouth Hearth &
Kettle restaurant at 5:45pm; (the meetings begin at 7:30 at
D-Y.) The speaker for each meeting is always invited.

As always, “Private” group or individual observing sessions
at the Werner Schmidt Observatory may be scheduled by
contacting Observatory Director Joel Burnett at
Joelburnett@comcast.net or sending an email to
info@ccas.ws
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November Observing:

Our Society exists to promote observing! Help us
promote this objective by asking for time at the Dome!
CCAS has both 8” and 14” Dobsonian telescopes for
loan to members. If you wish to borrow one of these
‘scopes, contact info@ccas.ws
______________________________

Please see resources in November’s Astronomy Magazine,
pp 36-43, and Sky and Telescope, pp 43-58, and Reference 5
for good guides to the November sky. See p 41 in
Astronomy, and p 52 in the S&T and also reference 6 for
positions of the moons of Jupiter for November. Details for
the red spot of Jupiter and special phenomena of its moons
for November can also be found on pp 50-52 of the S&T.
_______________________

Surveyors to Visit Astronomers:
New member Donald Poole (joined CCAS in May) sent an
inquiry to info@ccas.ws during October seeking to arrange
an interaction between a Cape Cod surveyor group and
CCAS. This inquiry found its way quickly to Bernie Young,
Director of Research at The Schmidt, who just happens to
be a professional surveyor himself.
Besides being a new member of CCAS, Donald is the
President of the Cape Cod Chapter of the Massachusetts
Association of Land Surveyors and Civil Engineers, so the
hookup is pretty much natural.
Planning is underway to arrange a “special” Star Party for
the surveyor group possibly preceded by folks from both
camps having dinner on a November date to be finalized .
______________________________

Here are observing highlights for November at Cape Cod:
•

D-Y Student Groups to Visit The Schmidt both days and
nights last week of October:
Dennis-Yarmouth Regional High School teacher Julia
Sigalofsky’s G period science class are scheduled to visit
The Schmidt Observatory to view the sun using our solar
scope on 10/27 at 10:30am. Honor students from Jim
Mitchell’s H period class will visit a bit later on the 27th
and, again for solar viewing, on Wednesday, the 29th.
Honor students from Jim’s classes also will visit Monday
and Tuesday evenings, 27th and 28th. Day focus is to be a
very large sunspot, which is about to rotate out-of-view for
a while. Night topics on Monday will include a lunar
occultation, maybe the moons or Uranus, and, for Jim’s
honors students engaging in special projects, visual
estimation of the brightness of some variable stars and some
other topics. The evening session planned for Tuesday,
October 28 is to focus on real time lunar occultations and
astrophotography.
Thanks to Bernie, Warren Mumford, and Joel Burnett and
our D-Y Science teachers for arranging for and volunteering
to help with this season’s student visits to the Dome. We do
hope either Julia, and/or Jim, or any of the CCAS staff
members who were involved in these visits will send
summaries of what happened to info@ccas.ws for inclusion
in a future First Light. Thank you.
________________________________________________

Planets: Jupiter season is almost here; by end month
it rises for us before 10pm.
Mars is almost stationary this month setting about
7:40pm each evening.
Mag 5.6 Uranus is a binocular target nice and high for
much of the night; look before 10pm if you want to
catch mag 8 Neptune above 20º altitude in the
southwest.
Saturn and Venus take a rest behind the sun this
month.
Pluto is up in the early evening but too low for good
observing;
Mercury makes a nice apparition at dawn.

Mooncusser’s Almanac and Monthly Alert1
NOVEMBER 2014
(Please note Nov 1 is still EDT)

Object
Sun

Nov. 30
(EST)

06:30
16:20
00:07
12:50

06:47
16:11
12:48
00:55

R: 04:35
S: 15:58
Venus
R: 06:22
(near sun)
S: 16:43
Mars
R: 10:50
(early evening) S: 19:44
Jupiter
R: 23:29
(late nite)
S: 13:28
Saturn
R: 07:23
(near sun)
S: 17:26
Uranus
R: 15:27
(most of night) S: 04:07
Neptune
R: 13:58
(sets ~<midnite) S: 00:50
Pluto
R: 10:59
(early evening) S: 20:30

05:22
15:49
06:58
16:38
10:37
19:39
22:40
12:37
06:36
16:35
14:30
03:10
13:03
23:54
10:05
19:37

06:28
15:54
07:33
16:43
10:19
19:38
21:45
11:40
05:46
15:42
13:31
02:09
12:04
22:56
09:08
18:39

Mercury
(dawn)
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Nov. 15
(EST)

R: 06:13
S: 16:35
R: 13:35
S: 00:47

Moon

Lots Going on at The Schmidt During October:
In addition to the D-Y Student visits just reviewed, please
see Bernie Young’s report on page 6 on the many other
things going on at the Dome during October.
________________________________________________

Nov. 2
(EST)

•

Mag	
  9	
  Comet	
  Siding	
  Spring	
  (C/2013	
  A1)	
  is	
  still	
  
visible	
  in	
  the	
  very	
  early	
  evening	
  southwest	
  sky	
  at	
  
Cape	
  Cod	
  this	
  month,	
  but	
  only	
  if	
  you	
  have	
  good	
  
binoculars	
  and	
  a	
  very	
  low	
  horizon.	
  

•

The	
  “stars”	
  of	
  the	
  night	
  sky	
  show	
  this	
  month	
  might	
  
be	
  the	
  Leonid	
  meteors	
  on	
  the	
  evenings	
  of	
  17	
  and	
  
18	
  November	
  this	
  year.	
  The	
  Leonids	
  are	
  interesting	
  
in	
  that	
  earth	
  approaches	
  them	
  almost	
  head	
  on;	
  this	
  
increases	
  the	
  chance	
  for	
  some	
  of	
  the	
  meteors	
  to	
  be	
  
significant	
  fireballs.	
  While	
  the	
  radiant	
  near	
  the	
  head	
  
of	
  Leo	
  won’t	
  be	
  up	
  in	
  the	
  sky	
  until	
  after	
  midnight,	
  
the	
  Leonids	
  could	
  be	
  spectacular	
  anytime	
  during	
  the	
  
mentioned	
  two	
  nights	
  so	
  you	
  can	
  start	
  looking	
  
anytime	
  after	
  dark;	
  peak	
  time	
  will	
  actually	
  be	
  5pm	
  
EST	
  on	
  the	
  17th.	
  Keep	
  your	
  eyes	
  to	
  the	
  sky	
  both	
  days	
  
and	
  for	
  a	
  few	
  days	
  on	
  either	
  side	
  of	
  the	
  main	
  event.	
  
The	
  status	
  of	
  the	
  moon	
  at	
  the	
  time	
  of	
  the	
  Leonids	
  
this	
  year	
  is	
  also	
  very	
  promising:	
  not	
  that	
  much	
  light	
  
from	
  a	
  waning	
  crescent	
  rising	
  about	
  midnight	
  and	
  
then	
  on	
  the	
  side	
  of	
  the	
  sky	
  away	
  from	
  the	
  shower	
  
radiant.	
  	
  
	
  
Enjoy!	
  

eclipsing the brighter, as viewed from earth.
There are four evening occurrences of the Minima of Algol
at Cape Cod during November: Sunday, Nov. 2nd, at
10:07pm; Wednesday, Nov. 5th, at 6:56pm; Tuesday, Nov.
25th, at 8:39pm; and Friday, Nov. 28th, at 5:28pm.
Using binoculars or a small telescope, try to begin viewing
two to three hours before the minima to watch the dimming
and up to two to three hours after the minima to watch the
brightening.
_____________________________________________
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Declination Tables for the Moon during this month
please contact your editor for information or sources.

Moon Phases, November, 2014
Full Moon, Thursday, November 6th at 5:23pm EST
Last QTR Friday, November 14th at 10:16am EST
New Moon Saturday, November 22nd at 7:32am EST
First QTR Saturday, November 29th at 5:06am EST
“Quarter Moon Saturday” Star Parties 11/1 and 11/29
_____________________________________________

[Check	
  out	
  a	
  very	
  good	
  story	
  on	
  the	
  Leonids	
  in	
  the	
  November	
  
issue	
  of	
  Astronomy	
  magazine,	
  p.60]	
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Minima of Algol , November:
Algol, a variable double star in Perseus, shines normally at
mag 2.1 but once every 2.87 days dims to mag 3.4. The
dimming is caused by the dimmer of two self-orbiting stars

CCAS MEMBER AUTHORS PATENT ON “PIEZO CRYSTALS”, KEY TO ADAPTIVE OPTICS:
On October 8th, Howard Pollack, CCAS member who joined us during September, sent us this interesting note about his earlier
involvement in research on “piezo crystals.” Howard’s first CCAS meeting was our October 2nd event and many of us will
remember Dr. Michael West’s instructive overview of “very large telescopes” worldwide and the importance of adaptive optics in
making them work as well as they do and promise to do. Piezo crystals are key to the development of “adaptive optics,” in turn,
key to the development of “very large telescopes.”
Howard sent us this note connecting work he did on piezo crystals with adaptive optics:
“The talk was given by Dr Michael J. West (of the Maria Mitchell Observatory on Nantucket). The topic was a
description of the telescopes in use at major observatories all over the globe.
“At one point in his talk Dr West described the adaptive optical systems used to compensate for atmospheric
turbulence. I asked what material was used for the adaptive mirrors. He answered:"piezo crystals."
“I remembered my patent filed in 1976 (Patent 4,123,136) for the use of piezo crystals as actuators to fine-tune
precision optical systems. Rich Dahab was my partner in this patent… I asked Rich recently about our joint
patent and he sent me the patent number, which I Googled and was able to print a PDF copy.
“Further "googling" of "adaptive optics" revealed a whole industry making and providing this type of
instrumentation for telescopes, microscopes and ophthalmic devices.
“The patent belongs to the U.S. Navy, as the work was supervised by Draper Laboratory under a Navy contract.
“It is quite satisfying for this old coot to realize that there are applications for war work that can be of practical
peacetime use, and that Rich and I had a hand in this.”
Thank you Howard, for this fascinating personal view on some science now very important to the present and future of
astronomy.
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NEWS FROM THE DOME
by Bernie Young (10/20/14)
This has been a busy month at the observatory. The staff has been teaching, learning, observing, and doing some new things, and
extending our capabilities.
First, we hosted 28 students in two of Jim Mitchell's Earth and Space classes for solar viewing in hydrogen alpha as well as black
and white. Although the peak of the solar cycle was supposed to be last year, this last month has seen a lot of activity.
Illustrating how dynamic the sun is, we picked up a coronal mass ejection on the limb during the afternoon class that was not
present during the morning class.
We have been asked to guide 4-5 pairs of honors students in preparing, viewing, and analyzing astronomical phenomena. [Please
see more information on these visits on page 4.] Measuring solar activity by performing a Wolf number analysis will be guided
by Warren Mumford. I can guide a lab on lunar occultations (accent multiple stars), and at the same time, a lab on
astrophotography with an accent on the moon. I'm looking for someone to take the lead on recording the light curve for short
period variable stars using our STV capability for measuring magnitude. Also looking for one more topic and someone to take
the lead.
After the solar viewing, I removed the Lunt H-alpha scope (it's heavy) from the 16", re-leveled the optical tube, and tried some
daytime viewing. Polaris was readily acquired, and the brighter Capella, both at high noon. A follow-up session using a
polarizing filter and the Wratten 25A (red) filter was more satisfactory. We need to see just how low magnitude stars we can pick
up during the day, since that opens up more opportunities for daytime viewing of occultations, grazes, variable stars, etc.
Cautionary note on entering Target Coordinates in our Program The Sky 6: First of all, The Sky 6 uses
Current Epoch coordinates, adjusting J2000 epoch coordinates for precession and proper motion if any. This is
important to remember when entering coordinates for current phenomena. We have found the RA and Dec
reported by the computer, and the cursor position to be off target. This can be corrected by centering a bright star
in the reticle eyepiece, clicking on the bright star on the computer display, and executing a "SYNC" command from
the telescope tab on the object information window. Then the Telescope Digital Setting Circles command will
report the correct position of the scope and clicking on any point of the display will allow you to slew the scope to
that point.
Veteran occultationists Hank and Mary Lou Ricci and Mike Hunter joined me in testing the new techniques by observing the
occultation of an 11.4 magnitude star by asteroid 439 Ohio (mag 15+). We acquired the star, and put it on the TV with the
Mallincam. Using the Mallincam as a CCD camera, a 10 second integration revealed the asteroid converging on the star. The
plan was to shorten the exposure just before the occultation event. That was frustrated when the 16" decided it was too close to
the cord-wrap limit and slewed 360 degrees in azimuth. We were unable to re-acquire the target in time to observe the
occultation, but were able to get some more video of the asteroid separating from the target star.

Starter Telescope Available for Free
Bruce Speca (brucespeca@comcast.net) sent a notice in to info@ccas.ws
offering a Meade DS-90 Autostar controlled refractor scope on tripod for
anyone who would like to have it.
“Rarely used and all lenses and accessories.
“Clean and in good shape.”
Please contact Bruce directly by email or phone (508-954-2184) if you have
an interest in this telescope.
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Cape Cod Astronomical Society
President
Vice President
Secretary
Treasurer
Observatory Director
First Light Editor

Cape Cod Astronomical Foundation

Position is Open
Charles Burke
Gus Romano
Peter Kurtz
Joel Burnett
Peter Kurtz

Chairman
Vice Chairman
Director of R&D
Secretary
Treasurer
Observatory Director
Observatory Phone Line

508-394-9128
781-924-4770
508-255-0415
508-221-7380
508-255-0415
info@CCAS.ws
Mailing Address: A. P. Kurtz, CCAS Treasurer, 34 Ridgewood Rd,
Orleans MA 02653

Werner Schmidt
Michael Hunter
Bernie Young
Ed Swiniarski
Pio Petrocchi
Joel Burnett

508-362-9301
508-385-9846
508-394-1960
508-896-5973
508-362-1213
508-221-7380
508-398-4765

The Cape Cod Astronomical Society meets at 7:30 pm on the first Thursday of every month in the library of the DennisYarmouth Regional High School in Yarmouth, Massachusetts. Meetings are open to the public. Membership dues are $30 for
adults, $15 for students in two year colleges and part year residents, and no charge for spouses or for students in K-12 schools.
REFERENCES AND NOTES FOR THIS ISSUE:
1) Information for The Mooncussers Almanac and Monthly Observing Alerts was extracted from Sky Events, Astronomy
Magazine Online (Astronomy.com), Stargazing.net’s Planet Rise/Transit/Set calculator
(http://www.stargazing.net/mas/planet2.htm), Astronomy Magazine, Sky & Telescope Magazine, Sky and Telescope Skywatch
2011, and other sources. The Observer’s Handbook, 2010 and 2011, published by The Royal Astronomical Society of Canada
is also an important reference, particularly for information on lunar libration and declination and the minima of Algol.
2) Information on how Libration and Declination Maxima and Minima can make visible parts of the moon normally hidden
was reviewed in the January2007-January2008 First Light. Quick recap: Max Long brings to view extra right side; Min Long,
extra left side; Max Lat, extra north side; Min Lat, extra south side. Max Dec puts it high in our sky during its transit; Min Dec
puts it low.
3) Algol is an eclipsing variable star in Perseus which has its brighter component eclipsed or covered by its companion once
every 2.87 earth days. When the dimmer component is not eclipsing the brighter, Algol appears typically about magnitude 2.1;
when eclipsed, magnitude 3.3 The minima usually lasts about two hours with two hours on either side to bring it back to mag
2.1. Good comparison stars are γ-Andromedae to Algol’s west, mag 2.1, and ε-Persei to its east, mag 2.9.
5) Here is the web address for Astronomy Magazine’s “The Sky This Month” online for November:
http://www.astronomy.com/magazine/sky-this-month/2014/09/mercury-in-the-morning See also S&T resources online at
http://www.skyandtelescope.com/
6) S&T’s interactive Java utility for showing the positions of Jupiter’s main moons for any date and time:
http://www.skyandtelescope.com/observing/objects/planets/3307071.html :
for Saturn’s moons: http://www.skyandtelescope.com/observing/objects/planets/3308506.html

A PORTION OF THIS PAGE IS
INTENTIONALLY LEFT BLANK TO REMIND
ALL MEMBERS THAT THERE IS ALWAYS
PLENTY OF ROOM IN FIRST LIGHT FOR
YOUR CONTRIBUTIONS.
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